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Zoon In Ⅰ- Introduction of Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone

BJFEZ, dreams of a global base
There are currently 23 districts developed in the BJFEZ.

The districts will be fostered as a global base to compete with overseas special districts,
such as bio-health, complex logistics and high-tech parts clusters,

and other areas will be specialized as a center point for regional growth.

Logistics Complex New Town, Dudong area
Boasting convenient transportation connected with Busan New Port, Changwon, and Busan, eco-friendly
residential complex, cultural facilities and research facilities will be constructed to complete a new town
of residential and advanced logistics.

Four Districts

Dudong District

Moonhwa District

Bobae Research District

Yongwon Leisure District

Composite Logistics·Tourism Leisure Complex, Ungdong area
Our goal is to improve the settlement environment for foreigners based on
integrated tourism and leisure complex, with golf course, hotel, sports park,
resort, and outlets, based on the outstanding scenery and
warm climate of the southern coast.

Six Districts

JINHAE

Macheon Industrial District

Nammun District

Nammun

Ungcheon
Namsan
Wasung District

Ungcheon Namsan District

West
Hinterlands
Complex
(Stage 1)

The world's best logistics hub, New Port area
Busan New Port, the representative port of Korea, is currently in operation
with 23 berths of the planned 45 already functional, making it a logistics
forwarding base for Korea and a gateway to Northeast Asia.
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North Distripark

New Port District

Moonhwa

Bobae
Research

Yongwon
Leisure

Wasung

North
Distripark

New Port

New Port area
South
Distripark

Three Districts

South Distripark

Macheon
Industrial
Dudong

Ungdong

Ungdong District

Myeo

Dudong area

Namyang

Ungdong area
Namyang District

Busan Science
Regional
Industrial
Complex

Gadeokdo-Island

Completed Projects (11 Districts)

Development status
by district

Busan Science Regional Industrial Complex, Sinho District, Mieum District , Hwajeon District, West
Busan Distribution District, Namyang District, Nammun District, New Port Hinterlands (North),
Saenngok District, Yongwon Leisure District, Macheon Industrial District

38%

19,234 (k㎡)

(Based on February 2019 Survey criteria)

58%

29,610 (k㎡)

Change of development plan
and establishment of
implementation plan (three districts)

4%

2,221 (k㎡)

Under construction (9 districts)
Myeongdong District, Myeongji District, New Port Hinterland (South),
Ungdong District, Cultural District, Bobae Research District, Dudong District,
New Port District, International Industrial Logistics District

Songjeong District, Ungcheon Namsan,
and Wassong District

A new hub of high-tech industry, Jisa area
Boasts excellent location with adjacent to
Busan New Port, Gimhae International Airport,
Expressway, and Busan New Port Hinterland
Railway. The area will feature high-tech industrial
complexes, including new materials, mechatronics,
electronics, information, and energy.
Western
Distribution
Six Districts

Saenngok

kd
o

ng
Songjeong

International
Industrial
Logistics

Songjeong District

Mieum District

International Industrial Logistics
District

Saenngok District

Na

International
Industrial
Logistics

Myeongdong District

ga

Mieum

BUSAN

Busan Science Regional Industrial
Complex

er

International
Industrial
Logistics

ng

ongdong

Ri v

Jisa area

Hwajeon

Sinho

Myeongji

Myeongji area

Global Business City, Myeongji area
The Myeongji District will be featuring an advanced IT-based international business center, foreign
educational institutions, medical institutions, and convention centers combined with excellent residential
facilities to be the best international business city in Northeast Asia.

Four Districts

Hwajeon District

Western Distribution District

Sinho District

Myeongji District
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Zoom In Ⅱ- Introduction of Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone

BJFEZ Logistics Tri-port

Tri-port - international complex logistics system with port, railway, and air
transportation connected in one area!

A glance at the best conditions of the BJFEZ (Busan Jinhae Free Economic Zone)
blessed with natural resources, leading robust trade and distribution.

Busan New Port
Basic status

- Operate 22 berths

- 6th in world port rankings, 2nd in
transshipment port rankings
(21.6 million TEU as of 2018)

- Water level of 17m or more,

berthing convenience of over

2000TEU-class super-large vessels

Network

- Exchange with 600 ports in 150
countries

- World's top 30 shipping companies
and 100 leading shipping
companies to call

Development plan

- To be expanded to 56 berths by 2040
- Growth into a smart port with

automated infrastructure and
5G communication

- Fostering the world's third-largest
mega port capable of berthing
25,000 TEU vessels

TriPort
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Gimhae International Airport
Basic status

- 130,000 aircraft handling capacity
per year (based on civil port)

- Hub airport with 17 million
passengers (as of 2018)

- Handling 350,000 tons of cargo

Network

- 12 international flights, 43 routes,
1,248 flights each week

- 4 domestic routes, 827 services
each week

- Selected as one of Asia's best airports

Development plan

- Opens direct route to Europe
in 2020

- 24-hour operable passenger &
air logistics airport

- Upgraded development as a new
airport in the Southeast

for two consecutive years by 2019

World Air Transport Society (ATRS)

Busansinhang Station
Basic status

Network

- Dedicated logistics handling station

- Connected from Busan New Port

- 24-hour railway operating up to

- Bugchulsongjang and Namchul

that handles 40 containers at a time
42times a day

- With the nation's largest 52 lines
and capacity of 1300 containers

- Equipped with shuntinh station to
provide transportation, unloading
and shuttle service

to capital regions

songjang shunting management
of Busan New Port

Development plan

- Reduce transit time to within
48 hours with expansion of

120km / h high speed freight train

- High capacity double-stack freight
train operation

- starting/ending for North and
South railroads and

transcontinental railroads
(TCR, TSR)
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Leader's InterviewⅠ

Looking forward to 2020, the year
for assessing future development
and creating tangible progress
from BJFEZ with visible results.
- Interview with Commissioner Ha Seung-cheol

“

Commissioner Ha Seung-cheol
passionately served the people in
various fields for more than 20 years
since he first entered the public
service in 1997.
It has been more than half a year
since he served as the 7th BJFEZ
commissioner. We met with the
commissioner who has been
emphasizing innovative growth*
to talk about BJFEZA's plan for the
New Year.

”

Innovative growth: The government's new

growth strategy to fundamentally change the

structure and foundation of our economy and
society for sustainable growth.

Interview
Mr. Ha, you have been the 7th
commissioner of BJFEZA for eight
months. Please share with us your
impressions so far.
Since I took office in March, I have felt

great responsibility for BJFEZA's success and the motivation to carry on its

remarkable accomplishments. I believe

it has been a very meaningful time to
communicate with my staff to present

the BJFEZ's future blueprints and handle each of the main tasks. We realized

how important and rewarding our work

is when we met BJFEZ committee members, entrepreneurs who moved into the

Free Economic Zone, and guests from
home and abroad.
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In your inaugural address, you said, ‘I’m going to transform the
paradigm of the Free Economic Zone, focusing on innovative
growth.’ What steps have you taken toward this goal so far?
My goal is to infuse the BJFEZ with global competitiveness and sustainability based on innovative growth. .In order to achieve inno-

vative growth with global competitiveness, we will attract anchor
companies related to the 4th industry to change the structure and

foundation of local industries, ensuring autonomy through deregulation. Furthermore, we will create an industry cluster centered on

specialized industries to create high-quality talents and quality employments through industry-academia-government cooperation.

Progress of the BJFEZ Innovation 30 Projects has been the
BJFEZ undergo a major reorganization, a second inauguration, if you will. What is the background and significance
of this change?
The regional headquarters, identified as unnecessary with regard
to competition and difficulties in communication and cooperation,
have been abolished, and an administrative development and investment promotion headquarters established to break down barriers between cities and provinces, focus developmental competen-

cies, and attract investment. We unified the organization by business
function and established the Development Department, Investment

Attraction Department, and Corporate Support Department, as well
as an Innovation Growth Logistics Department, to focus our efforts

on innovative growth and port logistics in preparation for new indus-

The driving force was our discussing the Free Economy Zone with
residents and keeping open lines of communication with them,
as well as with resident companies and related organizations, to

address any issues as they arose. Since I took office, I have tried to
solve all problems on the basis of empathy and treating everyone I
meet as my loyal customers. For example, Nammun district in the

Free Economic Zone had been neglected for a long period due to
the shipbuilding recession. In order for the grocery industry to enter
the zone, I explained its appropriateness to the Free Economic Zone

Deliberation Committee of the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. As a result, two grocery companies submitted a letter of intent to
invest KRW 310 billion in the zone and employ 900 or more people.

try development and establishment of a second new port.

I appreciate your answers to these important questions. Lastly,

Through the reorganization, we have established the Innova-

During my tenure, I have constantly reviewed the challenges that

tion Growth Logistics Department and are now preparing an
innovation growth platform by implementing innovation growth
services. What are your strategies for these?
United by the “Innovation Growth Logistics Department,” which was
established to discover new growth engines and promote innovation
growth, all of our departments are cooperating to discover and promote innovation projects, build promotion systems, and discover potential joint projects in metropolitan areas. Moreover, we are expand-

ing the Free Economy Zone through the 'Innovation Growth Service',
securing new growth engines linked to regional key industries, playing

a leading role in the logistics Tri-port, and establishing mid- and longterm development tasks for sustainable growth of the BJFEZ.

The ownership of Undong hinterland has been redefined and
tenants can now finally exercise their property rights in 10
years, as the development of Dudong district, which has been
adrift for a long time, is finally being completed. The challenges are gradually being solved. What do you think is the driving
force behind this progress?

can you tell us about your 2020 resolution?
lie ahead and I believe I have laid the groundwork for performance
creation by ensuring internal stability. From next year, we will make

consistent progress based on the resources we have prepared. First,

we will make efforts to carry out the BJFEZ Innovation 30 Projects.
Second is the development area. We will change the development

plan to ensure the Bobae district sees the rise of a research-industrial

complex with industry-academia cooperation. Further, we will min-

imize complaints that arise from the Ungcheon Namsan district by
approving development and implementation plans and promoting
compensation. On January 2, next year, in Waseong district, which

will be affected by the reclamation basic plan, we will implement
administrative procedures established after the consultation on the
environmental impact assessment. Third is the special investment

field. By attracting anchor companies with a focus on high-tech and
logistics, we will innovate institutions and structures and endeavor to

foster excellent talent and quality employment opportunities. Lastly,
in order to make Myeongji International New Town a luxury city, we

will implement administrative procedures of Landmark Central Park

and endeavor to prepare institutional plans by establishing detailed
landscape planning and design guidelines. Thank you.
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Theme Trip

'Jepo', free economic
zone of Joseon

e
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Early this year, a historic site was uncovered during construction of a six-lane
road, which is set to boost logistics transport for the complex. The Jepo Waekwan
(or Japanese Pavilion) site was established 500 years ago, between 1407 to 1544,
for trade with Japan. It is now part of Ungcheon Namsan District of the BJFEZ.
This is the only identified site among Sampo (Jepo, Busanpo, and Yeompo - ports)
Waekwan. Although it is not a historical site in Korean history, Jepo Waekwan has
special meaning as it is different from other Japanese invasion ruins on the Korean
peninsula. The site was given to the Japanese as appeasement, showing the superior power of Joseon. What is the story behind 'Jepo'? Here, we will examine the
hidden history of the BJFEZ and explore the curiosities therein.
*Photo source: Duru Cultural Research Institute

#_Step 1
'Jepo', the most prosperous of Sampo or three ports

From the end of the Goryeo to the early Joseon, Japanese plunder became severe, and
Taejo and Taejong (kings) adopted moderate policies. Their strategy was to open the
ports so that the Japanese could reside there. Taejong opened Busanpo in Dongrae

and Jepo in Ungcheon in 1407 and Yeompo in Ulsan and Gabarang in Goseong-gun

in 1418, allowing the Japanese to anchor there. "Waekwan” was established at these
opened ports, where trade and entertainment thrived. However, with the conquest
of Daemado Island, Japanese traffic was restricted. By plea of So Sadamori, the head

of Daemado Island, Busanpo and Jepo were opened in 1423, followed by Yeompo in
1426. Busanpo, Yeompo, and Jepo are collectively referred to as Sampo (three ports),

of which Jepo is the largest and most prosperous. The current location of Jepo is
off the coast of Jedeok-dong, Jinhae-gu, where Daemado is directly visible through
Jinhaeman Bay. During King Sungjong’s reign of the Joseon Dynasty, the number of

Japanese households and population in Jepo in 1494 was 347 and 2,500, respectively.
It is said that the number was more than Busanpo (127 households/453 people) and

Yeompo (51 households/152 people) combined. At that time, the types of Japanese

were divided into 'Sasong Japanese', in charge of foreign affairs, 'Heungri Japanese' in
trade, and 'Hangeo Japanese' who lived and worked and in Joseon. In Waekwan, the
majority of Japanese who immigrated had a difficult life in mainland Japan. Waekwan,

literally "Japanese town", is where most of them made ends meet through commerce,
farming, and fishing.
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#_Step 2
'Jepo’ was officially closed for defense reasons

As part of the appeasement policy, Japanese people were extended a favor of tax exemptions, but many Japanese exploited these

appeasements. In 1506, King Jungjong strictly controlled the Japanese according political reforms of the day. Eventually, Japanese
satisfaction escalated, leading to the Sampo Japanese Invasion
in 1510. The invasion was so severe that Eupseong Town Wall
was captured. The royal court appointed Jeon Jeoldosa ‘Hwang

Hyung’ and Jeonbang Royal Secret Inspector 'Yu Dam-nyeon' and

dispatched them to Sampo as Gyeongsang Jwa/Udo Defenders
to suppress the Japanese. As a result, all Japanese fled to Daema-

do Island and the invasion was assessed. The Sampo Japanese
Invasion triggered the closing of the Sampo exchange. This status

continued until the conclusion of the Korean-Japanese Trade

Treaty in the year of Yimsin in 1512 and subsequent reopening of
diplomatic relations. In the treaty, the first article inserted was, "Do

not allow Japanese to live in Sampo but only open Jepo." But after

the Japanese Uprising in Saryangjin in 1544, and after signing the
Korean-Japanese Trade Treaty in the year of Jeongmi in 1547, Jepo

Waekwan located west of Gadeokdo Island was officially closed
for defense reasons. Jepo faded into the mists of history with the
change of Busanpo into a single port opening system.
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#_Step 3
Jepo Waekwan site appeared
after 500 years.

Development of the BJFEZA uncovered the Jepo Waekwan site during

construction of a trunk road that connects the Ungdong Free Economy

Zone with National Route No. I. The discovery of Jepo Waekwan after
500 years was possible because of the relatively slow development of
the area. The Jepo Waekwan site has been identified as having large

terraces on four floors, covering an area of more than 7,302 m² be-

tween Jaedeok Bay and the nearby Nangyi Hill. At the excavation site,
one large building of 24.6m by 11.9m is estimated to be a government
building, such as an inn, was confirmed. Hundreds of relics, including

pottery, tiles and other pieces, were excavated, as well as residential
ruins, such as embankments, fences, and the stylobate building site.

Among the relics, there is a tile bearing “Daemyeong-jeongdeok-palnyeon-chunjo (大 明 正德 八年 春 造)” that attracted great attention.

'Jeongdeok' is the era of Mujong, the 10th emperor of the Chinese Ming
Dynasty (1505-1521), meaning the tile was made in the spring of 1513.

The relic coincides with the period from 1407 to 1544 when Jepo Waekwan was in operation.
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#_Step 4
Examples of a rare friendly relationship
* in world history
Jepo Waekwan is a historical example of the former part

of Joseon, Japan's historically significant diplomatic and
commerce trade, and is also a good example of the “friendly relationship” Joseon showed. This is extremely rare in
world history and is also surprising to the West as Joseon's

wise exchange strategy was the basis of this historic site,
the BJFEZA is currently exploring ways to preserve Jepo
Waekwan and the surrounding area.

* Friendly relationship means "get along well with neighboring
countries or neighbors and maintain good relations with
each other."

open-minded appeasement policy was during frequent wars
with neighboring countries. Waekwan has been a coexis-

tence venue between the two countries for as many as a few

Ungcheon-dong

hundred years. It was the first place where Japanese goods

entered and spread in the Korean market, as well as a logis-

Jinhaedaero

tics center where exports from all over the country gathered.

Joseon catered to the Japanese desire for exchange and

steadily developed diplomacy and trade. Today, EU countries are accelerating mutual development through maximizing exchange and trade. Certainly, freedom and openness

have side effects, both large and small. Nevertheless, the
best “exchange” of the best “control” that Joseon attempted

Cheonjabong
Park Cemetery

Ungcheon
Market

Nammun
District

Jepo Waekwan
Jedeokdong

!

Ungcheon
Namsan District

Dongcheon
Stream

Ungdong District

was a great motivation to revive cultures of both countries.
Jepo Waekwan - buried deep in the ground long ago, now

exposed to the light of the world. Noticing that Joseon's

The Site of the Jepo Waekwan in Ungcheon Namsan District.
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Leader's Interview Ⅱ

Interview

The BJFEZA is a special self-governing body in
the form of an association that efficiently handles
foreign investment, development projects, and
civil administration in the Free Economic Zone.
The association has been established to review
and resolve important issues related to operation
of the association. We met with Chairman Shim
Sang-dong to explore the in-depth aspirations of
the board of association.

“
The world's finest
logistics and business
environment achieved
through perseverance
and ceaseless efforts
- Interview with Chairman
Shim Sang-dong of the board of association

”

You have been chairman of the association for over a year
now. Please tell us about your experience in this role.

I have realistically resolved conflicts in the BJFEZ, such as
long-term development complaints and property rights
infringements, but have not been able to achieve new future
demands. During my remaining tenure, I will work closely

with association members to boost the local economy and
create job opportunities.

Mabuwichim (磨斧爲針): to constantly grind an ax and change it into a needle’, meaning' no matter how hard it is to succeed, we can make it through
perseverance and ceaseless efforts.
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Please tell us about the composition and role of the

The fine dust issue is a national problem as well as a local

association of BJFEZA.

problem. The BJFEZ is located along the port and is also

The board of association consists of 13 members and has a
two-year term. The association amends, revises and abolishes

the regulations necessary for its own operation. We review and
decide on the deliberation of budget, approval of evaluation,

and appointment of inspectors for evaluation inspection. With
that in mind, as an important organization that holds the overall operation of the BJFEZA in account, I feel a strong sense of
responsibility.

a place where a large quantity of cargo is transported. As
there are industrial complexes in the zone, high generation
of fine dust is likely. What is your opinion about this?
Since fine dust is closely related to the health and quality of
life of individuals, it is urgent that we investigate the pollutant

sources of fine dust and draw up countermeasures. Fine dust
is a local issue and an equal problem for the entire Southeast.

As the weather factors, population, vehicle emissions, and
industrial activities are different in each region, countermea-

BJFEZA's strengths?

sures to reduce fine dust should be diverse depending on the

asian continents, and has excellent geopolitical conditions with

be investigated and systematic and precise solutions designed

As chairman of the association, what do you think are
First, it is located at the gateway that connects the Pacific and Eurthe huge hinterland market known as Northeast Asia. Next, the
BJFEZA is located at the gateway to the Southeast Ocean Econom-

situation. Due to the nature of the BJFEZ, the actual conditions
and causes of fine dust in ports and industrial complexes must
accordingly.

ic Belt, which connects to the automotive industry in Busan, the

machinery industry in Changwon, shipbuilding industry in Geoje,
heavy industry in Ulsan, and steel industry in Pohang, securing
abundance for the domestic market. One of the biggest advantages of the BJFEZA is that it provides a logistics Tri-port based

on Busan New Port. In the BJFEZ, the construction of the second

new port, a megaport, the expansion of new port hinterland railway, and new southeast airport are being promoted to cope with

changes in the port logistics environment, including increased

future trade volume in Busan New Port, a global port. These developments will provide a complete maritime-land-air logistics infrastructure. Moreover, as the best economic zone in Asia, selected

by leading US investment magazine SITE SELECTION, it has many
advantages in creating high value-added logistics channels for
global logistics companies.

Chairman, you have broad interest in logistics, such as

There is little time left in 2019. Please tell us about your

port, railway, and airport, and have performed many ac-

operation strategies or plans for the board of association

tivities, including administrative inquiries of Gyeongnam

next year.

Provincial Council or writing articles in newspapers. Could

In 2020, I will cooperate with the executives to accomplish visi-

you explain the reasons for this?

Logistics functions have a critical impact on decision making
for urban competitiveness. For the new port to be globally com-

petitive, additional berths need to be developed and logistics
functions enhanced by strengthening the hinterland complex and

additional facilities. Development of the port hinterland not only
boosts port competitiveness but also revitalizes the local economy. The advantage is to reduce logistics costs, boost harmony of
port and urban functions, as well as achieve agglomeration effects

for linked industries.We, therefore, need to fully utilize the Tri-Port

(port, railway, and airport) of the BJFEZ to strengthen our competitiveness in the logistics industry.

ble results. I believe that we will accomplish good results, if all

the employees and members of the board of association are
united as one to prepare for the world's best logistics and business-oriented realization. To build a good business environment, we will secure timely budgets for building infrastructure,

such as district development and road construction so that
schedules will not be disrupted. I will also visit more frequently

and provide more time to communicate with the entrepreneurs
in the Free Economic Zone. Lastly, I will do my utmost to promote the BJFEZA to secure investment at home and abroad for
a great achievement overall.
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Focus 1

Sign MOU for the establishment of UK Royal Russell
School Busan Campus
Operation plans for 800 capacity in 30,000㎡ land in Myeongji
International New Town

Three organizations, the BJFEZA, Busan City, and UK Royal Russell School, signed the ‘MOU for the es-

tablishment of Royal Russell School Busan Campus in Myeongji International New Town’ at International
Conference Room in Busan City Hall on Nov. 1st, at 3 pm. Founded in 1853 and sponsored by British roy-

al family, Royal Russell School is located in Croydon, Southern London, England. The school currently
operates from kindergarten to high school, with 1,080 students. This prestigious private school received

Establishment overview of
UK Royal Russell School
Location | Myeongji District, Gangseo-gu,
Busan (within Myeongji Global Campus)

Capacity 800 students [Kindergarten-High
School (Grade K-12) all courses]
|

Area | School site 29,547㎡ (8,937 pyeong,
owned by Busan City)

Construction Cost | KRW 44.7 billion (private)

top level evaluations in all areas by the UK Independent School Review. In order to attract foreign educational institutions that run from kindergarten to high school (K-12), at
the end of July, Busan City and the BJFEZA selected Royal Russell School as the priority
negotiation school through the Priority Negotiation University Selection Committee

and due diligence on the UK school at the end of September. The major participants in

the MOU signing ceremony were Busan Mayor Oh Geo-don, BJFEZA Commissioner Ha
Seung-cheol, and Hutchinson Royal Russell School Principal Christopher John. Busan

City agreed to provide administrative and financial support, including land and construc-

tion costs to establish the campus. while the BJFEZA provides administrative support,
including licensing for school establishment and operation. Royal Russell School has

agreed to provide the same level of educational services as the UK school and academic certifications.

All respective participants made a commitment to cooperate on establishment of the Royal Russell

School Busan Campus. Commissioner Ha said, “I am pleased to sign the MOU for the establishment of
Royal Russell School Busan Campus. We have begun the first step towards mutual cooperation to es-

tablish a school, but I understand that there is much to be done. In order to revitalize the Free Economic
Zone and produce global talents by improving the educational residential environment, the BJFEZA will
endeavor to provide administrative support for the establishment and operation of the school.”
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Focus 2

Successful attraction of businesses to Nammun District
and Jinhae rises as a complex logistics forward base
Attracted investment of KRW 310 billion from two food companies, 900
employment estimated

With tenants (companies having already moved into the district) promising large investments and employment

in Nammun District -- the construction location within the BJFEZ -- an infrastructure base was established to
lay the foundation for a complex logistics city that combines assembly, processing, and logistics. The site upon

which the tenants expressed hopes for establishing their businesses is an industrial site close to the residential
area in Nammun District. The site has been neglected since its completion of 2014 due to residential complaints

Nammun District Overview
Location | dong, Jinhae-gu, Changwon-si,
Gyeongnam
Size | 1.10 million 6091.8㎡

Main Industry | Mechatronics, shipbuilding,
auto components, etc.
Period | 2006- 2014

Tenants | Tsubakimoto Automotive Korea, Den
Force Korea, Tokyo Takaoka, etc.

against the factory and the deteriorating shipbuilding industry. With that in mind, the BJFEZA

established Nammun District adjacent to Busan New Port as a complex logistics forward base
to revitalize the region. On Oct. 10, 2019, Commissioner Ha Seung-cheol participated in the

Free Economic Zone Deliberation Committee of the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy,

and explained the need for complex logistics in the district, which led passage of the bill in its

original form without amendment (including the food industry). The prospective tenants of the
district announced their plans in the LOI: Desired area of occupancy 63,019㎡, total investment
KRW 310 billion (including KRW 120 billion in foreign investment), employment of 900 people,
priority recruitment of local residents as part of win-win management, priority purchase of

local supplies required for their businesses, and use of domestic agricultural products. In

order to provide incentives for massive investment with attraction of prospective tenants to the district, Gyeongnam-do, Changwon-si, the BJFEZA are preparing for MOU, whereby the BJFEZA is to review construction

scale upon the approval of factory establishment. A source of the BJFEZA said, "With the change of the development plan (the inclusion of the food industry), the outlook is positive once we attract prospective tenants as
the location can be a bridgehead for domestic agricultural and marine products to make inroads into the world

market with the geographical advantage of being adjacent to the new port. We will do our best to provide administrative support to ensure prospective tenants can make smooth progress on factory construction".
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Cmmissioner Ha Seung-cheol to receive Korea Social
Evolution Grand Prize
Contribution to innovative growth of founding and promoting
`BJFEZ Innovation 30 Projects' since taking office in March

BJFEZA Commissioner Ha Seung-cheol has been awarded the '4th Korea Social Evolution Grand Prize’

in the administration section organized by the Korea Journalist Club. The prize is a prestigious grand
prize hosted by the Korea Journalist Club - - Korea's mainstay media journal. Since 2016, the club has

Overview of Korea Social
Evolution Grand Prize
Purpose of the Event | Each year, the
organizer selects prominent figures,
companies, and organizations by category who
have played a key role in the development of
Korea in each sector of society.
Organizer | Korea Journalist Club

Award Sector | 26 sectors (Politics, economy,
society, and more)

been annually awarding prominent figures, companies, and organizations that have

played a key role in Korea's development in each sector of Korean society. Since his inauguration in March, Commissioner Ha has been ambitiously pursuing 30 detailed tasks

through the 「BJFEZ Innovation 30 Projects」.He carried out a reshuffle from region-oriented to function-oriented for business innovation and laid the foundation for BJFEZ in-

novation growth by promoting innovative growth services to build sustainable growth,
such as expanding the Free Economic Zone and logistics innovation. He contributed to
the exercising of corporate property rights and increasing tax revenue by settling land
ownership in Undong hinterland and completed the development project of Jinhae Du-

dong District, the nation's first private collaboration governance type. In addition, he

made a contribution to implementing constructive administration, such as inducing massive investment of KRW 310 billion from two food companies in Jinhae Nammun District and made desperate

efforts to suggest the central ministry to change the development plan. In his acceptance speech, the

commissioner said “I believe this award has been given to me on behalf of fellow officials who have
toiled together, and we will work even harder in the future. I will continue to devote my best efforts to
the development of BJFEZ".
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BUSAN-JINHAE FREE ECONOMIC ZONE AUTHORITY NEWS
Restructuring the BJFEZA

The BJFEZA has restructured its current regional organization

in a more function-oriented direction in order to boost work
efficiency. With the goal of unifying the organization by function,
the BJFEZA has assigned three new departments, encompassing
development, investment promotion, and corporate support. In
preparation for discovery of new industries and development of
a second new port, the BJFEZA has also established the new Innovation Growth Logistics Department to take charge of innovation-based growth and port logistics.Further, the administrative
organization of the BJFEZA has been increased by three divisions
and two departments to a total of two headquarters, four divisions, and 12 departments, and the number of civil staff has also
increased by seven to a total of 100.

2019 BJFEZ Resident Company
Communication Event

On Nov. 20, the BJFEZA held an event at the International Conference Hall of Busan Global Tech Biz Center to find solutions to existing bottlenecks, gather suggestions and share the accomplishments of resident companies. The event featured presentations
of corporate performance through case studies and discussions
relating to Tsubakimoto Automotive Korea Co., Ltd., which was
selected among the ‘Great SMEs to work for’ by KCCI and SHPAC,
as well as making the list of World-class 300 companies.

The BJFEZA and OKTA sign MOU

On July 30, the BJFEZA signed a business agreement with
World Federation of Overseas Korean Traders Association
(World OKTA) at its headquarters to establish a global investment corporation network. In so doing, BJFEZA has reinforced
the Korean economic cooperation community and regional
economic development through joint promotion of investment attraction for Busan• Gyeongnam areas, including the
BJFEZ. Further, the BJFEZA will provide World OKTA member
companies with investment information on the Busan and
Gyeongnam regions, including the BJFEZ, and has appointed
World OKTA members as advisors for investment attraction in
order to expand investment.

Commencement briefing session on innovation growth services

On Nov. 22, a commencement briefing session on innovation growth services was held on the fifth floor main conference room in
the BJFEZ with the goal of supporting sustainable growth of the BJFEZ. In the session, Gyeongnam Institute Dr. Park Byung-joo presented the service summary and hosted discussions with relevant department managers on four tasks, including expansion of the
BJFEZ for innovative growth. This service is part of the 「BJFEZ Innovative 30 Projects」of the 2nd BJFEZ master plan and will be
implemented in one year through in-depth research and expert consultation.
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Perfect Partner

Hoganas

Economical metal powder with a production speed
advantage!
Founded in 1797, with history and tradition spanning 220 years,

Reaching around the
world, beyond Europe
and the Americas to Asia
and the Pacific
More than 200 years ago, Hoganas developed kiln technology for hardening coal at high temperature, starting
with the coal mining. It has now grown into the world's
largest global company specializing in metal powder.
Since the construction the company’s Busan plant in
2014, Hoganas' sales have increased by approximately
20%, and its sales volume has more than doubled.
Let us find out more about Hoganas, a core company of
the BJFEZ demonstrating amazing growth.

Hoganas is headquartered in Sweden and holds the position
of world’s No. 1 mixed powder manufacturer. The company is

equipped with technology that optimizes and blends metal
powders according to customer demand.

Its fine metal powders have a high surface area to volume ratio

allowing solids to be obtained easily at high-pressure. Powder

metallurgy is a process of melting metal from metal powder to
achieve the desired form.

In general, the metal process involves pressing or drawing of
rolled plates, or processing methods using profile extrusion
materials. These processes inevitably generate by-products

and the resulting waste of raw materials is a major shortcom-

ing. Alternatively, using metal powder is economical as the
process is simple and machine parts as well as materials can
be easily manufactured throughout all industries.

Processes using metal powders are extremely rapid, beyond

comparison with traditional methods. By examining material
properties of mixable metal powders, cemented carbides,
hardened objects with high melting points, or special alloys
can be manufactured. Also notable is its ability to manufacture

special materials by changing recipes and mixing non-conductors or resins.

A cutting-edge product with competitive edge in the global

market, metal powder is used in various sectors, e.g. welding,
brazing, powder metallurgy, surface coating, friction, iron reinforcement and other applications. Gears and sprockets, bearings, magnets, ultra-light impellers, heat sinks for circuits and
LED lighting, and cemented carbide tools are mass-produced
using the powder metallurgy process.

As a result of its robust and precise output, metal powder is

mainly used in the automotive and aerospace, shipbuilding
equipment and materials, and renewable energy industries.
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Metal-mixed powder manufacturing technology is also applicable to the exteriors of home appliances due to the technolo-

gy’s color-adding feature. It is also used for water purifier filters
or as food additives, such as calcium and potassium.

Increasing sales and customer satisfaction through
expansion of the Busan plant!

With established manufacturing headquarters in Europe and
the Americas, Hoganas brought its manufacturing process to

Busan five years ago in order to penetrate the Asia-Pacific market.

Shanghai was also a candidate, but Busan was Hoganas' final

choice because of its agreeable local culture, openness to foreigners, business-friendly investment policies, and one-stop

administrative service with follow-up management. Additional

factors were the employees' high lifestyle satisfaction in line
with climate conditions and infrastructure, ample technical

manpower, and a concrete foundation of industry-university-institute collaboration.

Before venturing into the Asia-Pacific, Hoganas experienced

A company fully equipped as a global business, optimally

by ship from plants in Europe and the Americas. However, af-

directions: Hoganas' triumph is certainly a good example to

slow delivery times to the region, requiring at least a month

ter building its new plant in the BJFEZ, the situation changed
completely. It was able to drastically shorten shipping dead-

utilizing logistics conditions of the BJFEZ that stretches in all
other corporations.

lines through optimal logistics network conditions of port, air,
railway, and road network.

With what used to take months now possible in just a few days,

sales more than doubled. Hoganas' total sales have increased

Hoganas

lion.Hoganas is located in the Mieum Foreign Investment Zone

CEO
Richard Molin,
Mark Braithwaite

by more than 20%, with annual sales currently over KRW 1 trilwithin the BJFEZ, alongside many global high-tech parts and

materials companies. For tenants of the zone, lots are available rent-free for up to 50 years with various other incentives
including tax reductions.Hoganas has achieved remarkable

growth through strategic move-in plans and plant expansion
for higher customer satisfaction and rapid delivery.

Business Area
Metal-mixed powder
manufacturing

www.hoganas.com/en
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BNCT Co., Ltd.

Driving the future of
Busan New Port to a
world class level

According to the WSC, Busan is the sixth largest port in
the world. Busan boasts the world’s second-ranked port
for transshipment (ports used to transport freight to
other ships on the way to its destination). While its geographical environment should not be ruled out, there are
a lot of first-rated terminals in Busan Port is serving as
a “backbone. One such terminal is BNCT, which aims at
the world's top level. Let us meet BNCT, a veteran in the
port logistics sector, which is making strong progress by
capitalizing on a global network.
Container terminal boasting the latest cutting-edge
technology
BNCT was established at Busan New Port in January 2012. It
operates cutting-edge terminals handling ocean container
ships, and delivers a range of services including loading, unloading, repairs, sorting, and equipments of container cargo.

Last year, in just six and a half years of its founding, the company achieved cumulative volume of 10 million TEU.

When BNCT first launched in 2012, the maximum annual processing capacity was 1.8 million TEU. Having estimated the future growth potential of Busan New Port and associated businesses, the company proceeded with its first-phase expansion
project in 2015, whereby they can now handle 2.5 million TEU
annually.

This year, BNCT is promoting a second-phase expansion in order to efficiently handle future volume and once the expansion

is completed, by the first half of next year, annual processing
capacity is expected to increase to more than 3.2 million TEU.

In this regard, they have ordered additional quay cranes (three
units), yard cranes (10 units), and straddle carriers (8 units),
which will be installed by early part of next year by 2021.

Currently, BNCT has the only terminal in Busan New Port that

can achieve large-scale expansion by 2022. The company is
attracting widespread attention as Asia's first vertical auto-
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mation terminal due to its high level of safety and operational
efficiency. The entire container yard (a place to store and deliver containers) is fully automated and safe as it eliminates

the need for people and vehicles to access the site. Another
feature of the vertical terminal is that trucks can travel shorter
distances compared to that of horizontal terminals.

Due to its proximity to the gate, trucks are also unaffected by
ship loading/unloading and thus can enter and exit reliably.

Moreover, labor and opportunity costs are reduced, thereby
boosting operational efficiency. BNCT seeks to provide optimized services by rapidly and precisely grasping the needs of

ship owners, while sustaining methods of improving efficiency
and trust.

Win-win with Busan New Port

Boasting the key workforce of Busan New Port, BNCT operates around the clock 24/7 with the mission of serving as the

backbone of global logistics and trade. BNCT takes pride in its
seven years of operation in the BJFEZ, during which mutual
growth has been achieved by interactive exchange.

The BJFEZA hosts meetings to support companies located

logistics."While most of the world's major ports continued to

difficulties of corporate management. Support for tax reduc-

year, up 2.7% year-on-year. BNCT is dedicated to its role and

in the BJFEZ and help their businesses by solving practical
tion and administrative procedures also help drive business

growth, which drives BNCT CEO John Elliott's exceptional love
for Busan.

“I truly want to spread the beauty of Busan Port to the entire

world. Foreigners who visit Busan often return, as the charm

of Busan is truly second to none in the world. Many projects

are currently underway based on love for Busan, such as North
Port redevelopment and the cruise industry expansion.

If these projects can create synergy, Busan will grow into a

global city and a symbol of the beginning and end points

of the Eurasian continent. In my fortunate position, I will do

my utmost to share my experience and knowledge of port

grow, Busan handled 14.64 million TEU in January-August this

responsibility for accelerating growth of container terminals.

With the company’s unwavering support, Busan Port dreams
of becoming a logistics hub port of Northeast Asia.

BNCT Co., Ltd.
CEO
John M. Elliott

Business Area
Operation of ports and maritime
terminals
www.bnctkorea.com
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MYEONGJI
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A few
suggestions for a
world-class city
Ahn Yong-dae
Kaga Architects CEO

W hat is needed to t ra nsfor m Myeongji
International New Town into a world-class
city? How should we approach urban design
and constr uction? For me to answer these
questions, it may be helpful to counter-question
whether Myeongji International New Town is an
appropriate choice of terms of location and time.
New town development is a strategy of the age
of urban expansion. However, cities are entering
a stage of sluggish growth and population is
decreasing. Hence, now is the time to focus on
managing existing cities, rather than expanding
them. Considering this situation, a strategy by
which to transform Myeongji International New
Town into a world-class city is essential to finding
a solution. However, I would like to mention some
issues involved with setting a direction for a
world-class city, rather than presenting specific
design or ideas of urban architecture.
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First, organize an urban space that specializes in the

Third, planning of an urban space with stories that

is characterized by its ecological location surrounded

every city should have its own unique stories that

placeness of location. Myeongji International New Town
by water. Hence, a plan that specializes primarily on fea-

value people. Like many luxury cities in the world,
enrich city life. The design step should include not

tures will secure a city's competitiveness. Ahead of commencement

only unique buildings, but places where people can feel a com-

resources must meet naturally with an urban space. Where water

can enjoy meeting and greeting in a plaza or park properly

of a new city, the water that has flowed from the past and ecological

flows and trees surround, there is always vitality. Not just establishing a new town, but creating the entire flow of urban space as an

eco-friendly element should be the main strategy for differentiation.
We can find good examples of a pedestrian-oriented city linked to

waterside around the world. One example is the waterfront development in Malmö, Sweden that has transformed into a trendy and posh

residential area through environmentally-friendly expansion in a decadent industrial area. Another noticeable location is Norway's Oslo

Tubeholmen New Development Zone, on the peninsula extending to

the ocean, which has become an attractive city environment through

construction of walkways, shops, cafes and apartments in harmony
along the waterfront.

Second, localized plans and an experienced organi-

zation are key. Rather than applying common plans

of Korea's new cities, we need to design a strategy

suitable for the region. We can't expect a luxury city

munity and sense of belonging. We need a place where people
encircled with shops. Some plazas are so big that they seem to

belong to nobody. Therefore, what's more important than the
size of the structure is the feeling of a space. City parks are for
everyone, but it should also become a place of your own. Street

performances in these places can infuse people with enthusi-

asm and bring abundance to the city. The medium of people
is important in the streets, so there presence can attract more
people. In everyday life on the city stage, people are the main

characters and the audience simultaneously. We need to pro-

vide landscape lighting for nighttime ambience, storytelling
sculptures and monuments, streets and street sounds, colors,

and fragrances, all of which combine to make a city unique. In a
frequented cafe that one can easily find, there also needs to be

a space where something good will happen. Other important
aspects are urban streets, which are convenient for walking
and accessible by means of transportation.

with featureless apartments and malls that are commonplace. A

Four th, design inter-connected urban spaces

consideration of the specialized plan of Myeongji International

chitectures. The first thing that comes to mind

three-dimensional district unit plan should be proposed after due
New Town. In the age of downscale, people may prefer low-rise

for communication between the city and its arin urban competitiveness is interest in the city

and low-density dwellings, rather than high-rise and high-density

and architectural design. There are also theme streets and

surrounding natural environment should be taken into account.

public art. However, prudent design is required as excessive

apartments. Hence, type of residence that harmonizes with the

Efforts should be made for creativity rather than claiming that such
proposals are unrealizable due to lack of economical efficiency. To
achieve this, it is important to have a capable organization that is

perfectly aware of the city's vision and concrete implementation.
The organization should plan scenarios, ideas, and concepts for a
better city and practice the plan systematically in the long run.

landmark attractions adorned with brilliant lighting and

design can rather undermine the authenticity of the city. In
urban design therefore, designing and decorating should

not be a priority. Rather than constructing a landmark building blindly, the first step should be to enable communication and relationships with urban spaces. Of all things, the
city can head in a better direction when citizens take pride

in their urban space. In space design, streets and architecture should coexist comfor tably and communicates with

The strategy for a world-class city should be
an initiative seeking value in urban spaces
that suit the locational characteristics and
the times, with consideration of future
design concepts.
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the adjacent space. For this, consideration for placeness

and surrounding is necessary in the building process. To become a lively city, urban spaces must be connected so that
people seek them out as places to meet and congregate. As

witnessed in Busan Centum City, watersides and parks not
connected to architectures are not desirable. Architecture

must bear in mind the context of the placeness and relationship of the city. However, a city must consider in advance
the construction behaviors that will take place. Thereby,
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MASTERPIECE
CITY
good architecture can be pursued as a fundamental aspect

an experienced architect is involved in the design phase, or a

tion supports the foundation.

buildings can be achieved with the input of numerous talented

of a good city. Certainly, it is better when cultural imaginaFifth, guidelines for acceptable architecture should

be provided. Architecture is the most influential

factor in urban spaces, and the elegance of such
space varies depending on the architectural de-

sign. Good architecture doesn't just mean good-looking buildings. Evaluating world-class architecture in recent years, it is

vital to understand that the importance of social meaning and
relationship with urban space is more significant than object

formation. Luxury architecture is different from the ubiquitous

luxury bags. First-class architecture is like discovering unique-

ness for the region and finding a fitting solution based on the
given conditions. Achieving luxury building status is unlikely

public architect system is employed. A city with many excellent
architects, meaning that a few luxury buildings do not make a
luxury city. As such, the strategy for a world-class city should

be an initiative seeking value in urban spaces that suit the

locational characteristics and the times, with consideration

of future design concepts. In addition, rather than the size of
parks and green spaces, the natural combination with com-

merce, business, and dwelling, the communication between
urban space and architecture, and especially the compassion

of citizens are significant. In conclusion, Myeongji International
New Town's distinctive value of a luxury city is the driving force

for attracting people. If such attraction is successful, it will increase investment and this will lead to good architecture.

without clear guidelines and surrounding conditions. Therefore, guidelines including regions and surroundings should

take precedence. This suggests a direction on the relationship
between urban space and architecture, including pedestrian environment, and how architectures coexist, rather than

just architectural form. In this case, guidelines can be rather
restrictive, creating drawbacks that can lead to rigidness in

urban landscape. In a way, voluntary participation is much
more effective than regulation, where in it is necessary to persuade and gain understanding of the project proprietor, to the

benefit of their profit. There is a more practical path, by which

The BJFEZ has drastically improved the twenty-four page bird's-eye view through new design, connecting the waterway from the west
river and envisioning a luxury waterside pedestrian
city that encircles the city's east-west axis. The BJFEZ
is preparing to construct 50- and 100-year-old global
ecological city according to the author of the Opinion,
and is working on a guideline for good architecture.
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Investment Promotion
Division, the core of
the BJFEZ
A model of innovation
growth with new
strategies
Investment Promotion Division
Interview with Senior Manager Han Sun-hee

Please introduce to us your
“Investment Promotion Division”.

The Division is responsible for foreign investment,

attracting investments for high value-added growth

engines, such as port and international logistics, high-

tech industries, education, and R&D of the BJFEZ. The
Division consists of the Investment Strategy Planning
Department in charge of investment promotion

strategy and public relations, Investment Promotion
Department 1 in charge of Busan, and Investment

Promotion Department 2 in charge of Gyeongnam
regions. The Division employs global core talent with
innovative thinking and driving force.

I'm sure that you feel rewarded
inviting companies into the BJFEZ.
Please tell us about the challenges and
rewards you have experienced.
I convinced Chinese company A (ship compressor

parts manufacturer), which was to invest to the
BJFEZ, to build a new plant and purchase an idle

plant building of company N, which was in financial difficulties due to the recent economic recession of the shipbuilding industry. It was my most

rewarding achievement this year, to have solved
company N's financial difficulties and reduced
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company A's investment costs. The most difficult part was to at-

machinery or shipbuilding equipment industries, German-related

local economy and employment. Currently, there is no lot in the

and in terms of auto parts, companies related to electric and hy-

tract anchor companies that would have a huge ripple effect on the
BJFEZ to attract anchor companies and also a lack of promotion

activities. In the long term, I will do my utmost to attract anchor
companies in line with regional development plans.

What is your primary focus when promoting
the BJFEZ, internally and externally?

The most important focus in promoting the BJFEZ is that the zone

is equipped with Mega-Triport in Korea, the center of Northeast
Asia, so that it has excellent competitiveness in global logistics. In
other words, the BJFEZ owns Busan New Port -- the world's No.2

transshipment port and No.6 container port, as well as Gimhae

International Airport and Busan New Port Station Mega-Triport,

and the convenient national expressway network ensures un-

limited logistics. With this logistics competitiveness, the BJFEZ
is readily available to do business as the zone is located in the

center of Korea's Southeast Industrial Cluster, which features the
world's No.1 shipbuilding industry, No.3 machinery industry in

size, and No.6 automotive industry. In addition, the BJFEZ offers
innovative talents as it has abundant human resources, including

clustered technical workforce and more than 50,000 engineering

companies that can apply German style smart factories to Korea,
drogen cars, and autonomous vehicles that will lead the automotive market in the future.

What do you think is the reason why the BJFEZ
should be widely promoted not only for
businesses but also for the general public?

The BJFEZ was established to realize Northeast Asia's global economic center worthy of its name. no one would want to exist as a

big fish in a small pond. The BJFEZ is a unique venue wherein the

public, global firms, and foreigners can communicate and reside

together without limitation. In this special arena, I think that
Korea's economy and industries will mature and develop through
interactions with foreigners of different ideas, lifestyles, and
ideas. In that regard, I think the BJFEZ should be better known
and more familiar to the public.

Please tell us the path the Investment
Promotion Division of the BJFEZ should take
to move forward.

students. Korea has an extensive FTA network with 52 countries,

The Division will grow into the world's finest leading investment

quarters of Korea’s container volume is shipped through Busan

attraction capabilities through unvarying challenge and innova-

including the US, EU, and China, where approximately three

New Port. With this in mind, I emphasize that the best place

to capitalize the FTA network is the BJFEZ. In addition, we

are focusing on promoting excellent residential conditions
for foreigners, including mild and pleasant climate, beautiful

environment in harmony with the sea, river and mountains, and
diversified cultural events and leisure activities, including Busan
International Film Festival and fireworks.

What industries or businesses will you invite to
the BJFEZ?

As you are aware, the competition structure of the global market
is rapidly changing due to the 4th Industrial Revolution. The key
industries of the BJFEZ are port and logistics, automobile parts,

shipbuilding equipment, and machinery. Therefore, I would like to

attract businesses related to the 4th Industrial Revolution that can
dramatically improve the competitiveness of these key industries.

For example, my plan is to actively attract businesses, such as

promotion workforce. For this, we will boost our investment

tion. First of all, we should break up from accustomed practices.

Initiating process improvement and innovation in investment
promotion tasks and establishing new strategies in line with

development and investment promotion, we will serve as a model
for innovation growth. We will also develop a platform beyond
the BJFEZ to contribute to attracting investment, including Busan
and Gyeongnam.

Please tell us your goals for the BJFEZ?

These are the two key goals I look forward to achieving:

'First, we will construct a high-tech industrial complex of Europe
within the BJFEZ and invite hidden champion-level companies
with high technical skills from European regions.' 'Second, attract

anchor-level companies that will lead the development of local

industries by combining investment attraction and development
planning.'

those of the logistics sector, Amazon's Fulfillment Center, where
the 4th Industrial Revolution was best applied, and in the case of
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Incentives for Foreign-invested companies

The finest business experience
with a wide range of benefits!
Free Economic Zone (FEZ)
Free Economic
Zone
+
Incentive

· Tax exemption
· Management environment
· Settlement environment
· Development industry incentive

Incentive Condition

<FDI conditions by business type>

- Logistics: invest more than $5 million
-Manufacturing: invest more than $10
million

- Tourism: Invest more than $10 million
- Foreign medical institution: Invest
more than $5 million

- Development: Invest more than $30
million

100%

Rental
reduction

75%
50%

· Inexpensive rent
· Tax reduction
· Simplified import and export customs procedures
· Simplified cargo management

Tax

Customs :
economic zone, complex type

National
Customs, individual consumption
tax
tax, VAT :
New growth power industry,
Individual type

- R&D: Invest more than $1 million

Local
tax

Free Trade Zone (FTZ)

Exemption

Remarks

5 years, 100%

5 years, 100%

Property tax

7 years, 100%, 3 years 50%

Acquisition tax, registration tax

Busan: 100% for 15 years
Gyeongnam : 100% for 7 years, 50%
for 3 years

* Complex type,
Individual type, FTZ,
Different types of tax deduction
depending on the area of residence

New growth engines with more than USD 1 million, parts and materials companies (national and public) with over USD 5
million, More than 200 employees per day
The foreign investment amount is more than USD 10 million (public land), more than USD 5 million, manufacturing (national
and public), More than 70 employees per day
Foreign investment amount is more than USD 5 million (public land)

Abolishment of corporate tax and income tax exemption system for new foreign investment from 2019, expansion of tax credit

1. Expansion of income tax exemption for foreign engineers (50% exemption for 5 years), extension of special taxation period for foreign
workers (by the end of 2021, a single tax rate of 19%)
2. Expansion of new growth technology tax deduction (apply the same to domestic and foreign businesses)
3. Expansion of tax reduction or tax deduction

○ Tax deduction for specific facility investment ○ New growth technology commercialization facility investment tax deduction

○ t ax reduction of start-up corporation in employment or industrial crisis area (Jinhae-gu, Changwon-si, Gyeongnam-do) *100% corporate tax, income
tax reduction for 5 years, Start-up & SMEs business type for tax reduction (31)

○ Business relocation and tax reduction ○ Small business tax exemption and deduction ○ Tax exemption for increased employment

4. Cash support system to be reorganized
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The power that influences the BJFEZ,
Introducing the BJFEZ business team!

BJFEZ
STORY

Architecture Department

Planning and Budgeting Department

The Architecture Department is responsible for all aspects of build-

The Planning and Budgeting Department is in charge of overall

ing administration in the BJFEZ, including construction of multi-unit

support of the BJFEZ's administrative affairs, including mid- and

housing and construction licensing. It is also responsible for infor-

long-term development plans, annual planning and evaluation,

mation and communication tasks, such as installing and operating

operation of associations, organizational management and audit-

broadcasting facilities within the authority and establishing an

ing, budgeting and legal administration. It is also enthusiastically

administrative information communication network.

promoting external cooperation with related organizations, such as
commissioner council.

QUIZ

Please read the BJEFZ magazine and solve the quiz.

1. What zone is actively attracting foreign investment through deregulation and
guaranteed autonomy for enterprises in their economic activities?

2. Which of the five zones of BJFEZ is composed of Namyang District, Nammun District,
and Waseong District?

3. Foreign-invested company 'oooo' includes tax reduction through national and local tax exemptions.
4. Which of the five districts of BJFEZ is well known as an international new city,
aviation logistics and high-tech component production base?

5. What do you call foreigner's acquisition of stocks or shares of a domestic company for
the purpose of establishing a sustainable economic relationship with domestic businesses?
6. Who is chairman of the council of the BJFEZ?

7. What organizations have been established by Korean businessmen around the world to
contribute to trade promotion and entry into overseas markets?

